What have we been learning in Early Years this
week?
11th – 15th February 2019

The children have brought home some homework this week. They have got specific sounds/ words to
learn at home over the half term. You can do this in a fun way by doing ‘speedy words’ or hide them
around the house and see how many they can find and read!
Read, Write, Inc/ Literacy
We would appreciate it if you could
practise these sounds with your
children at home:
g, c, k, u, b, f, e, l, h, sh, r, v, y, w, x, z

The children have done a great job at
After the children showed an interest in boats last week, this
week in the art area we have created our own boats. We then
tested whether they could float or not in the water tray. This
led to some fantastic discussions and problem solving.

writing lists of things they love today

Mathematics
This week we have been
learning about 3D shapes.
The children are
becoming more confident
with recognising the 3D
shapes such as cube,
cuboid, cone, cylinder,
The children have loved making cards this week. They have been writing
cards or drawing pictures and putting them in envelopes for their friends or
family. Lots of children understand that we need to say who our picture is
for by writing ‘to…’. Some children could even find this word in our writing
area!

and pyramid. They have
also been comparing and
sorting 2D and 3D shapes.

Literacy

Next week…
Mathematics

After half term the children will come
in to see a big surprise in school, our
writing will be based around this.

After half term we will be
recapping addition with a focus on
recognising teen numbers.

Provision
After half term our topic is ‘To
Infinity and Beyond’. It will be based
all around space, we might even have a
rocket crash land in school!

